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What is disc-check?
disc-check is the most modern and intuitive tachograph analysis
package on the market. Built with end-users in mind it leads the way in
providing transport operators with the information they require when
they need it. The system is fully accessible from mobile and desktop
devices meaning there really are no limits to when (or where!) you can
access your data.

Who is
disc-check for?
disc-check is built in such a way
that allows operators of any
sized fleet, from large multi-site
companies down to owner-drivers,
to upload their data and receive
almost instantaneous results to their
desktop.

TDi are a validated IT system provider
for the DVSA Earned Recognition
scheme. Disc-check provides a intuitive
KPI dashboard that allows the user to
drill down into the data.
Users can benchmark there company/
depots performance against the DVSA
ER KPI’s without joining the scheme.
Once operators are happy with their
performance they can join the Earned
Recognition scheme.
The ER functionality is provided in the
overall cost of the system, no hidden
extra charges.

disc-check

“

“

Browns Distribution Services Limited have been using the services of TDi since 2015. As
a long established Distribution Company with over 50 LGV drivers, we have always had
a robust method of checking our tachograph and WTD information but since using the
services of TDi we have reached another level of improved results which we are proud to
share with the rest of the industry.
Mick Stirzaker
Operations Director

Powerful Compliance Dashboard
With a range of simple yet powerful compliance dashboards,
your tachograph data is easier to understand than ever before.
Whether it’s a fleet overview, viewing how you compare to Earned
Recognition standards or how your drivers are performing over a
period we have you covered. With full drill-down
functionality you can run many of our reports with
just a single click.

Driver Debrief
Traditionally drivers’ hours and infringements
have been dealt with on a week by week basis,
but with our driver debrief system you can spot
your worst offenders and make sure your fleet
as a whole is improving. By Operating on a
rolling 3-month period, it helps point out who
is affecting your infringement rate and who you
need to keep an eye on.

Working Time Management
Why go to the hassle of managing your working time through time
consuming spreadsheets when disc-check can manage it for you?
By using drivers’ hours from the tacho data received, we make it
easy to enter statutory holidays and any other work that is carried
out off the drivers’ card. You can also enter a full Monday – Friday
absence with just 2 quick clicks.

Scheduled Reporting
Not only do we make it as easy as possible to access your reports and
data behind them, we have taken it a step further and created scheduled
reports, so you can set the system up to do the hard work for you. There
are no limits to how many reports you can send and who you send them
to and they will arrive in your inbox without lifting a finger.

Driver Companion App
Our driver App has been built to aid your drivers in managing the drivers’ hours
and WTD whilst they are out on the road. Providing a wealth of information
including their current progress towards legal limits (based on last download).
The App also allows drivers to view and acknowledge their infringements
where-ever they are as soon as their data is analysed. To add to all of that, the
App wouldn’t be complete without allowing remote data upload using our
dongle (see overleaf).
Available on

Available on

TDi Remote
As easy as 1-2-3
What is TDi Remote?
TDi Remote allows operators and or drivers to download
digital driver and vehicle data via a remote download
unit (RDU) or mobile smart card reader*
We provide a range of user friendly, affordable
products, which allow busy fleet operators to
get on with the job of running their business
- leaving the mundane but essential job of
digital data capture to the experts.
Automated, TDi Remote eliminates the
burden of collecting your digital driver and
vehicle data, with downloads scheduled to
suit the Transport Operator’s requirements
to ensure compliance. With the ability to
download driver cards as often as daily and
VU weekly there is less chance of missing a
download.

Who is
TDi Remote for?

Many Transport Operators are now looking
at automated downloading of digital
tachograph data with it being a faster,
lower cost and better way of safeguarding
compliance. It also saves many man hours
per week, even with a modest sized fleet.
TDi Remote is suitable for any operator
of vehicles fitted with digital tachograph
units. Whether your fleet consists of a single
vehicle or many, remote downloading can
save you significant time and money.

*Driver card only

Downloading your driver card is as easy as 1-2-3

TDi Remote

Before we started using the system, we had several drivers who had infringements on a
weekly basis and within a couple of weeks of using this system our infringement rate had
reduced significantly. The automatic download of both the Driver Card and VU makes my
life so much easier and the drivers use the free driver’s app to keep up to date on a daily basis
with their working hours etc.
Even our technophobe drivers have found it easy to use!
Mike Prescott owner of Brian Prescott Ltd, Oldham

“

“

We have been using disk-check for approximately 4 months now and couldn’t be happier
with it.

Anytime,
,
Anyplace
e!
Anywher

Downloading your driver/vehicle is as easy as 1-2-3

Features/benefits
Mobile card
reader

Remote
download unit

Tracking inc rdu

Mobile Driver App
Manual Download of Driver Card
Real-Time Analysis
Automated Daily Download of Driver Card
Automated Weekly Download VU
Tracker-Check
TransMaS ETA
CANbus Data

Remote download of any EU compatible Tachograph

Key features
RDU and Tracking inc RDU

Remote authentication of Company Card
Centralised, scheduled downloads

Remote download unit requires a compatible
tachograph unit and monthly airtime charge

Secure and encrypted data transfer

Tracking inc RDU requires a monthly rental and
airtime agreement

Send data to a nominated server or your own server

Mobile card reader requires compatible mobile
device

Automatic firmware update

Analysis via Disc-Check £1.00 per driver per
week vehicle data free of charge

Download via CANBus
Remote download of Driver Card

Contact us for more
information or live demo
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What is TDi Telematics?
TDi Telematics is an award-winning fleet management system
delivered by Webfleet Solutions. With more than 900,000 vehicles
connected throughout Europe.
Webfleet Solutions provides real-time information about
the location of your vehicles, improves the productivity
of your fleet, improves driver safety and compliance,
saves costs on fuel and insurance and connects to a
whole ecosystem of 3rd party solutions.

Who is TDi
Telematics for?
TDi Telematics is for any
commercial fleet which seeks
to gain an advantage in the
efficiency of running their
business.

What are the benefits of TDi Telematics
+ Lower your fuel CO2 emissions by up to 25%
With Webfleet you can avoid traffic, locate vehicles easily and allocate new jobs efficiently
to the nearest driver. You can reduce mileage by as much as 16% by giving drivers the most
accurate routing.
+ Improve your service levels and productivity by up to 25%
With Webfleet you can give drivers orders on their device, so they can go easily from job to job
without returning to the office. Provide your customers with shorter arrival windows thanks to
smarter routing and more accurate estimated arrival times.
+ Reduced insurance and maintenance costs of up to 20%
OptiDrive 360 promotes safer, and more mechanically-sympathetic driving, resulting in
consumable components lasting longer and costing less to replace over time.
+ Enhanced driver safety, lower accident rates
You can reduce the risks associated with speeding and harsh braking by monitoring driver
behaviour, providing real-time feedback and setting guidelines for safer driving.
+ Reduced driver infringements and fines
Webfleet documents all legally required information, helping you to stay on top of ﬁnes and
infringements in real time.

TDi Telematics

What are the key features of
TDi Telematics?
Live Remaining Driving time and distance for all your drivers
Webfleet provides you access to real-time driving time
information to all your vehicles that are equipped with
a digital tachograph. With Remaining Driving
Time/Distance you instantly know which
driver has enough driving time and
distance left to do the next delivery
job, and an overview of weekly
Remote download of tachograph data to
stats and infringements.
disc-check analysis
Webfleet Tachoshare remotely downloads all
required tachograph data, while offering driver
and vehicle download statuses, analysis (via
TDi disc-check) and reporting on daily driver
activities, and more information on a simple
dashboard view. Our integration allows
disk-check to analyse your driver/vehicle data.
Scheduled Order Management via TransMaS
Connect our TransMas solution with a PRO
Driver Terminal and get all the valuable
information you need about your orders
and drivers on our ruggedized tablet. Our
transportation management system supports
seamless communication with your team in the
field.
FMS integration to read all your vehicle data
Connect to the FMS to read fuel usage, levels,
siphoning, and idling. See where PTO is
engaged, engine running hours, cruise control
usage, Adblue and much more.
Camera integration into TDi Vision
Integrate your Live cameras into Webfleet to
be able to see the circumstance around every
driving event – remotely request more footage
if required.

What is vehicle-check?
vehicle-check eliminates the need for paper defect reports; everything
is stored and accessed online and can be viewed / actioned as soon as
the check or incident has been submitted by the driver. Accessed via
the Mobile data network or Wi-Fi, the vehicle check application allows
drivers to search for their registration number, then record in real
time that the check has been carried out and report any problems or
defects with the vehicle.

Who is
vehicle-check for?
Anybody who runs a commercial
vehicle is required to ensure their
vehicle(s) are road-worthy. In order
to make this easier for any fleet
operator, vehicle-check has been
built to be customised regardless of
your type of fleet.

vehicle-check

“

“

The use of TDi’s three programmes, has streamlined and simplified our planning, defect
management and driver legislation monitoring, not only saving precious time but also
giving us a return on investment!
Luke Evans - Logistics Planner
Go Direct Transport Limited

Multi Platform App
At the heart of vehicle-check is the driver’s App. Built as a fully
integrated app on Android (iOS coming 2018) and a web app
available for other devices, anybody can take advantage of digital
reporting of their vehicle-checks. Each key press is logged and
timestamped, so you know when and where the driver was doing
his checks.

Defect Reporting
Reporting defects back to base doesn’t need to be
a chore, with our driver’s app your driver is provided
with pre-configured questions that they can simply
tick or cross each item on their list. Once the
vehicle-check is completed the driver signs and
submits the check. Each entry’s time and position are
logged for future use in the office. The latest checks
are stored on the device for 7 days to provide the
driver proof his vehicle has been checked if required
at the roadside.

Customisable Checklist
We provide operators with complete control over which questions
are shown to a driver dependant on the asset they are carrying
out a check for. Using an intuitive drag and drop system, you can
quickly and easily add or change questions to suit your operation
to make sure you are recording the information you require.

Photo Capture
Using the built-in camera functionality of your mobile, you can
record and view images against any element of the check being
carried out. The office can then determine – without returning the
vehicle to the Depot – whether any immediate action is required.

Incident/Accident
Reporting
By adding the ability to record incidents in real-time, you can get the
information and precise location (via the devices GPS) you, and your insurers
require whilst the driver is still on the scene. You can record additional
information such as witnesses and emergency services alongside any images
required. All this information is sent straight back to the office and can be
instantly notified to your insurers to ensure any details are recorded and
completed as quickly as possible.
Available on

What is TransMaS?
TransMaS is our smart traffic management system which combines
the daily tasks of a traffic office into one, simple to use system,
allowing transport operators to take an overview of the current
operation whilst simultaneously providing all the detail required for
the day-to-day planning.

Who is
TransMaS for?
Any operator who runs delivery vehicles with
a fleet size from 2 to 100’s of vehicles and is
tired of planning on paper, spreadsheets and
or ineffective planning software.
TransMaS is a cloud based system that
provides paperless solutions for any size of
operator combined with real time information,
from drivers, subcontractors and customers.
If you are looking for a simple and effective on
line transport system then TransMaS is what
you have been looking for.

TransMaS

“

“

Understandably we were apprehensive about changing our TMS provider. Those concerns
proved to be unfounded as TDi Software managed a seamless transition onto the
“TransMaS” product. Benefiting from the latest technology we now find our traffic office
to be a stress free environment, enabling us to concentrate on tomorrow rather than
firefight today.
Damian Bloor - Director
Tyldesley Distribution Services Limited

Order Processing
At the heart of the system is the ability to manage and view
your Sales Orders. Orders can be entered via electronic transfer,
importing a file or the good old-fashioned way of a manual entry.
TransMaS is designed to keep you the user in total control, giving
you full visibility as the order progresses through the system with
real time updates from the Drivers App.

Driver Rosters
The driver roster system allows for automated
load generation within the scheduler system.
This means no more checking multiple systems
to see who is available, we will automatically
keep track of this and let you know day to day
who is available. Linked to the roster is a full
absence system and shift pattern management
to make sure you know exactly who is available
and when.

Real Time Traffic Sheet
TransMaS contains multiple traffic sheets which are all live and
showing real-time data from manual input and the driver app
(included). Ranging from the ability to drag and drop orders to
drivers, through to being able to see the current status of a drivers
day the information you require is available instantly without
hassle. With information such as time on site and next destination
you can keep track of all your drivers from a single screen.

Customer/Contractor Portal
With fully integrated Customer and Contractor portals, you
can now involve your customers and suppliers more than ever
before. Whether it is allowing your customers to see real-time
updates on their orders and PODs as they are received or giving
your contractors a detailed list of their work and a planning tool
to match we have you covered with our portal system.

Integrated Drivers App
including Messaging service
The TransMaS driver’s App is where the magic really happens, providing your
drivers with a list of duties to be done throughout the day. This includes your
standard collection and delivery points but additionally allows you to send
other pre-defined duties such as vehicle/trailer changes. Instantly reporting
back to your system and updating arrival and departure times, alongside
electronic signature capture, everything you need is at your driver’s fingertips.
Available on

TDi Vision

Providing Quality Vehicle
Camera Systems.
Vision

Ranging from a single forward facing camera
right up to a complete all round view.
Installing camera systems helps promote driver
safety, driver behaviour and general road safety.
With insurance premiums rising and industry
accreditations requiring fleet operators to
demonstrate risk reduction, vehicle CCTV forms
an essential safety and protection tool. Our
SD forward facing camera also includes selfformatting technology while protecting your
stored recording.

Who is
TDi Vision for?

TDi Vision is for any operator who
not only wishes to capture footage
as it happens to help improve driver
behaviour, but also to ensure your
business is protected against insurance
claims. Our camera solutions fit all
sizes of fleets, whether you want a
single camera in each vehicle or full
all-round visibility, be sure there is a
solution available for you.

We can provide packages from a standalone
forward-facing camera, to all round view with a
full 2TB of storage. All our cameras record in HD
providing the best quality images, they are tamper
proof and provide loop and event recording for our single
camera system and constant recording mode even when the
ignition is turned off with our DVR range.

SYSTEM

AUDIO &
VIDEO

RECORDING
& PLAYBACK

FIRMWARE
UPGRADING

HIGHSPEED
STORAGE

USER
INTERFACE

FEATURES AVAILABLE DEPENDING ON PRODUCT

TDi Vision

WIRELESS
FUNCTIONALITY

TDi Vision Providing Quality
Vehicle Camera Systems.

Video
Telematics

Forward
Facing Cameras

Mobile
DVRS

We offer a comprehensive
range of forwardfacing cameras to
meet any Vehicle CCTV
requirement. All our
vehicle cameras include
high-definition video,
while our connected
devices integrate with
our telematics software
applications.

Our mobile digital video
recorders (DVRs) are
specially-designed for
vehicles to meet the
demands of commercial
transport operations. They
offer unrivalled reliability
and capabilities, such as
live streaming, remote
video download and
aiding driver visibility with
in-vehicle monitors.

Mobile App
Effectively monitor your fleet
operation from your smartphone
and respond instantly by accessing
video footage of any incident
using our Video Telematics
Mobile App. It replicates all the
functionally and usability of our
award-winning IoT platform
to provide a consistent user
experience wherever you are.

Ranging from a single forward facing camera
right up to a complete all round view.

Contact us for more
information or live demo

Our award-winning and
innovative IoT platform
has been developed
using the latest cuttingedge technologies and is
designed for the future
of connected vehicle
technology. The software
solution means you can
track a vehicle in realtime with live video and
analytics to improve
driver safety and reduce
insurance costs.

Cyclist
Detection
Systems
Our FORS-compliant
automatic detection
systems offer a standalone
or integrated solution
to warn a driver, with
audible and visual alerts,
to the proximity of cyclist,
pedestrians and other
vulnerable road users,
especially in vehicle blind
spots. They can include
corner, side and rear
sensors to provide added
visibility and increased
protection in the urban
environment.

01246 252 375
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What is licence-check?
Check Your Employees Eligibility to Drive – simply and effectively
TDi licence-check is an online Driving Licence Verification
Service which will save you time, replace the burden of collecting
paper records from your drivers and also support your corporate
responsibilities as an employer under Duty of Care & Health & Safety
legislation.

The licence-check
service
Utilising the latest technology available
TDi licence-check allows you to
check your employee’s UK driving
licence details, CPC Status and any
endorsements straight from the DVLA
records. It is a fully secure service which
can automate your legal requirements
and allow authorised users at any level
secure access to your driver results.

The Cost
With our licence-check system
you only pay for what you use,
using a pre-paid credit system
each check carried out is simply
1 credit. Using our fully managed
service we will monitor your
account and make sure you
always have enough credits
available.

*Typically licence checks are carried out at least twice a year.

licence-check

The licence results will;
+ Verify that the driver is licensed to drive
+ Verify the current endorsement status
and penalty points (if any)
+ Confirm all category entitlements,
including start and end dates
+ Provide warnings and Immediate
Actions in case of expiries, revoked and
disqualified drivers
+ and more…

Authorisation
To comply with the Data Protection Act, and new
GDPR rules, an employee must agree to their
licence details being checked. This can be achieved
through a paper mandate signed by the driver or
using an electronic copy completed by the driver.
Once complete your authorisation to carry out
checks is valid for 3 years and a driver can be
checked as much or as little as required providing
he/she remains within your employ.

Looking to book your
next training course?
What is TDI Training?

Training

We offer a range of services tailored towards both
Road Haulage & Passenger Transport.
We specialise in courses and qualifications
which ensure the transport industry
www.tditraining.co.uk
is run & maintained correctly,
Courses for drivers
responsibly and cost effectively.
Driver CPC Training is a prerequisite for
professional drivers. We provide a variety of
courses ensuring you cover a range of subjects
whilst obtaining your 35 hours. Our courses are
suitable for LGV & PSV drivers.

Courses & services for business owners
TDi Offer a range of courses & services to business
owners to ensure your transport business runs
smoothly and within the law.

Courses for everybody
We also offer Emergency First Aid, Health & Safety
& IOSH Managing Safely courses for business &
individuals.

TDi offers a range of
products online for
the transport sector.
Consumables
The TDi shop is your one-stop shop for
transport compliance items. Including
next-day delivery of:
+ Tachograph Download Devices
+ Digital Printer Rolls
+ Analogue Tacho Products
+ Compliance Documents
+ Logbooks
+ & much, much more

www.tdishop.co.uk

